
Be part of Celerity   
 
 

System Integration - Consultant & Analyst: 1PositionTBP in theMadrid Business Unit. 

 

Roles & Responsibilities 

- Designs and configures integrated solution for Celerity’s clients.(Change Requests and Projects’ sub-

modules). Mainly UK and US based. 

- Supports Technical Lead in delivering workshops and trainings to Celerity’s clients 
- Assists on Solution Architect‘s tasks 
- Trains clients team 
- Project Delivery 

 

The role consists of but is not limited to:  

- Working with customers to assess requirements 
- Working with customer data to design the Adobe Campaign solution 
- Developing bespoke customer solutions where necessary 

 

Requirements: 

You are a self-motivated individual, presentable to blue chip clients, with well-developed inter-personal & 
communication skills and a strong desire to succeed. You will be comfortable responding to the varying 
demands of working for a dynamic, collaborative, young and international company. 
 

- Informatics, Telecoms or Industrial degree 
- Demonstrable experience in: 

- Working in highly dynamical teams 
- Enterprise System Integration (Functional and/or technical design and implementation) 
- Providing implementation consultancy, customer assistance and post-implementation 

support 
- Very good level of English oral and written 
- Availability to travel 
- Some availability to provide on-calls (low frequency) 
- Client Facing Skills 

 
- Good knowledgeof mostthe following: JSP, JSSP, Web and server side JavaScript, XML, SQL, HTML, 

SOAP, REST, Workflows, Data management, jQuery, Ajax, Apache, tomcat, RDBMS & SQL (PostgreSQL, 
MS SQL Server or Oracle), CSSx, bootstrap3. 

- Some extent of knowledge in most of the following: Hadoop, HBase, Mongo DB, Hive, Pig, AEM, CQ5, 
Sling, Jack Rabbit, OSGi, Maven, Jenkins, NoSQL Databases. 

- Experience in deploying Business App, web app or sites, Digital Media, Mobile or Big Data solutions 
on AWS using several of the following AWS products: EC2, S3, Redshift, Cognito, SNS, Lambda, 
Analytics, IAM, DynamoDB, Kinesis. 

- Some Knowledge of at least 2 of the following: Python, Node Js, Angular JS, R. 
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Desirables (Most to least important) 

- Some Experience with the Adobe Marketing Cloud: AEM, CQ5, Scene 7, Adobe Test &Target , Adobe 
Analytics, Audience. 

- Experience in waterfall and Agile methodologies 

- Sling, Jack Rabbit, OSGi, Maven, AEM, CQ5, Adobe Audience, Adobe T&Target and Analytics. 
- Any specific experience within the CRM or Digital Marketing sector would be beneficial, as would 

marketing experience in a more general sense. 
- Knowledge of online or offline direct marketing functions is an asset 

 

Additional information: 

Location: Madrid 

 

Candidates please send you CV to: 

Jean-Philippe:  jean-philippe.cauchy@celerity-is.com 

Tania: tania.comesana@celerity-is.com 

Please, do not forget to include your languages, interest/hobbies, international internships (if it is the case), 
etc. 

mailto:tania.comesana@celerity-is.com

